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Hayachi Hachirou

Hachirou was a player character played by Samuel and was involved in the 22nd Squadron - Warrior
Emeralds roleplay.

Hayachi Hachirou

Species: NH-22C Yamataian
Gender: Male

Age: 23 (YE 08)
Zodiac Sign: Aries

Height: 4'8“
Weight: 55 KG (121 LB)

Organization: Star Army of Yamatai, 2XF
Occupation: Star Army Pilot

Rank:

Current Placement: 22nd Squadron - Warrior Emeralds
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Physical Characteristics

Facial Features and Eye Color: Hachirou has a strong jawline, and a sharp chin. His cheekbones are
barely noticeable, and gives him a very 'full' look to his face. His eyes are a dark brown color.

Hair Color and Style: Hachirou's brown hair is kept moderately short: his forward bangs potentially
hang messily past his eyebrows, and over his ears.

Distinguishing Features: His height.

Psychological Characteristics

Personality: Hachirou is a social creature – prone to idle talk and jokes. Despite this, he is calm,
collected, and calculating as a leader and as a soldier. “A fair and steady hand.” Is a quote he has hung
onto outside of Officer Candidate School. He is not quick to anger, and rarely does he bring his
frustrations out on anyone, instead he takes a step back from the situation, and withholds all action until
he can think of an appropriate response. A 'tell' of his anger is silence, and a working jaw as he grinds his
teeth. He is very determined and focused, and greatly dislikes unfinished business. Hachirou also tends
to mess around with his hair, and can come off occasionally as patronizing or overly blunt.

Likes: Idle Work, talk, games, food, people,

Dislikes: Bad food, smart asses, unfinished work, trouble.

Goals: To advance and gain his own command.

History

Family (or Creators)

Father: Matou Hayashi (deceased) Mother: Hiri Hayashi

Pre-RP

Born on Yamatai, Hachirou was the only child within his family. He went to public schools, and naturally
put himself in positions of quiet popularity amongst students and instructors alike. From this vantage
point, he excelled in class, and continued to excel until the time came to leave school. This time came to
pass in early YE 26, with the first Mishhuvurthyar War in full swing. Almost immediately after graduation
he enlisted in the Star Army of Yamatai.

Hachirou was quickly snapped up as an Aide, and through his commander was brought into the realm of
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the Fighter Corps. of the Star Army of Yamatai. He was taken by the character and will of his commander,
and soon followed her into his first real battles. In the field of battle, he proved himself a competent
soldier, and a confident leader. With the newfound experience and honors gained from war, he blazed
through the enlisted ranks. He would have to wait, however, until the closing days of YE 29 to get the
recommendation he desperately wanted to finally go to the Kyoto War College. Because of the Species
Restriction Order of YE 29, he changed from a Geshrin body to an NH-22C Yamataian body.

Hachirou, through force of will, and through baptism of fire, had made it to the first step of what he saw
as a tall stairway. Where he proved competent in the informal teachings of combat, he excelled in the
fields the War College put him and other officer candidates through. While not the best or brightest of his
class, Hachirou excelled simply because he finished the job. Always. Determination paved the way for his
path to success, and finally Hachirou finished Kyoto War College as well.

Upon conclusion of his training, Hachirou took a brief leave to visit family, and to mourn the death of his
father. He has recently returned, and with his rank of Shoi, was assigned to the 21st Squadron - Fighting
Diamonds under the command of Numa Atsui.

Skills

Fighting

Hachirou received hand-to-hand combat training, followed up with a rigorous training program. He is
skilled and experienced in combat both in Yamatai-like conditions and in zero-gravity, with and without
weapons. Weapons He is trained in include energy pistols, knives, and power armor.

Communication

Hachirou is familiar with basic radio operation and procedures and can make transmissions and receive
transmissions through headsets, starships, power armor, and shuttles in both combat and non-combat
conditions. Hachirou is fluent in Nepleslian and Yamataian. He can speak and write both correctly and
efficiently and can write reports, fill forms, issue orders under fire, etc..

Mathematics

Hachirou received basic mathematics in school, during his service he has learned to employ higher
mathematics. He is able to solve differential equations, and understands differential geometry, and
advanced calculus.

Technology Operation

Hachirou is capable of operating any equipment that has a computer system that uses the Kessaku OS,
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found on all Star Army starships. He is proficient in entering and/or searching for information.

Starship Operation (Fighter)

Hachirou was trained and has seen action in fighter craft used by the Star Army of Yamatai. He is
experienced at both flying and fighting in atmosphere and in vacuum.

Leadership

Hachirou knows how to command and employ effectively persons and assets under his command.
Education from the Kyoto War College has conditioned him to lead in high-stress situations, and to make
decisions.

Knowledge

During his classes at the Kyoto War College Hachirou became familiar with Star Army history. He
possesses an in-depth understanding of Star Army Regulations and has a working knowledge of the Laws
of the Yamatai Star Empire as it applies to the military.

Items

Star Army Duffel Bag
Backpack
Wooden jewelry box with red velvet interior (for medals and mementos)
One Star Army Footlocker, Type 32

Clothing

3 Working Uniforms
2 Exercise Uniforms
1 pair leather gloves, dark gray
2 pairs leather boots, dark gray
4 black cotton briefs
8 pair of black boot Socks
1 yukata (cotton robe), white, with navy blue print of various silhouettes of Star Army starships.
1 black sash for yukata
1 pair black sandals
1 Rank Pin (See: Star Army Ranks)
Fleet Insignia Patch on left arm of each duty uniform
Star Army of Yamatai ”Star Army Hinomaru“ patch on right arm of each duty uniform
Fleece jacket, Multi-Net 3 Camouflage Pattern.
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1 tricorner hat, thick black felt with white border
1 overcoat, black, ankle-length
1 scarf, occupational color.
Star Army Helmet, Type 30
1 Star Army Environmental Suit, Type 28 (AMES)

Pistol Belt

1 pistol belt, leather, dark gray, with holster for service pistol

All items in the section below come with a belt pouch, case, sheath or holster as applicable.

Ketsurui Zaibatsu Nekovalkyrja Service Pistol, Type 30
3 BR-28E Battery Magazines (1 in the pistol and 2 extra)
Star Army Communicator, Type 29
Star Army Flashlight, Type 30
Survival knife, solid diamond with rubberized grip and lanyard
Earplugs
Field Bandage

Personal Hygiene

These items are expendable and can be reissued whenever needed. These will not need to be returned.

1 Black waterproof shower kit bag with detachable shoulder strap
1 bottle of shampoo
1 bottle liquid body soap
1 toothbrush
1 tube of toothpaste
2 washcloths, white
2 towels, white
1 stick of deodorant
1 hairbrush, round type
1 pair nail clippers

Finances

Hachirou is currently a Shoi in the Star Army of Yamatai. He receives a weekly salary of 250 KS per week.

Total Savings Addition Subtraction Reason
3000 KS Starting Funds
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